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Douglas Henderson: from hard spheres to
biological channels
Douglas Henderson belongs to a generation of physicists whose names are associ-
ated with the most recent progress in understanding of the liquid state of condensed
matter. This progress was originated by studies of Kirkwood, followed by Wertheim’s
analytical solution of the Percus-Yevick equation for hard spheres and by a spreadi-
ng this solution to the mean spherical approximation (MSA) for hard spheres with
long range interaction by Waisman, Lebowitz, Blum, Stell and many others. These
theoretical efforts were supported by an advance in computer simulation techniques
that commenced with molecular dynamics and Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations
by Alder and Wood. Doug’s trace in this half a century play was summarized by
George Jackson1 and is marked by early work in the 1960s on the virial expansions
of correlation functions, his seminal work with John Barker on a perturbation theory
of the liquid state in 1967, his exhaustive studies in the 1970s on prescriptions for
the hard-sphere pair radial distribution function, the MSA solution of the Yukawa
model, his developments for electrolyte solutions and metal electrodes, as well as
his fundamental contribution to the integral equation techniques for inhomogeneous
systems. In his 70 years, Doug Henderson has established a distinguished scientific
career, has been a “named” professor at several universities throughout the world
and has written over four hundred fifty papers. Some of the representative articles
that have been pacesetting in our scientific community are listed hereinafter.
1Molecular Physics, 1995, vol. 86, No. 4
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It is not the purpose of this brief introduction to do justice to Doug’s work. His
life was celebrated ten years ago in a Festschrift in Molecular Physics. An important
milestone since then was his 1999 Joel Hildebrand Award by the American Chem-
ical Society in the Theoretical and Experimental Chemistry of Liquids sponsored
by Exxon Research and Engineering Company and Exxon Chemical Company for
“developing, with John Barker, the perturbation theory of liquids, the first success-
ful theory of the liquid state, and for his continued development of the theory of
liquids, liquid mixtures, liquid surfaces, and polarizable interfaces leading to signifi-
cant advances in the theory of electrochemical interfaces and colloidal interactions”.
For the past five years, he has utilized simulations to explore the topics related to
biological interfaces and inhomogeneous solutions with the same precision and care
for which his mathematical approach is known. Doug has added simulations of ion
channels and cavities in proteins to his range of heterogeneous solution interests. He
worked very closely with us and with several other colleagues to examine the flow of
ions through a neutral channel with nonequilibrium molecular dynamics, and then
examined the origin of ion selectivity in sodium and calcium channels, defining the
relative roles of charge neutralization and volume exclusion in the narrow cavities.
Nowadays, he is trying to apply similar principles to the cavities associated with the
active sites in such enzymes as HIV protease and acetylcholinesterase.
On August 7, 2004, the Henderson Symposium on Basic and Applied Statistical
Mechanics of Condensed Matter was held at Brigham Young University in Provo,
Utah. This Festschrift grew out of that occasion and includes some of the articles
presented on that occasion, at which we also celebrated his 70th birthday. At the
celebration banquet after the symposium, Farid Abraham, a long-time friend and
colleague of Dr. Henderson, addressed the audience and gave some pleasant reflecti-
ons on Doug’s contributions. Because it was a simple and warm description of this
wonderful man, we decided to use selections from his after-dinner speech as the in-
troduction to the Festschrift. We join Farid Abraham in respect and admiration for
this gentleman whom Peter Jordan, another colleague from the biological channel
field, once referred to as “a class act”.
Bob Eisenberg
David Busath
Andrij Trokhymchuk
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Some of papers of Douglas Henderson
which he considers as most important
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